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Isaiah 58 

Is such the fast that I choose, a day to humble oneself? Is 

it to bow down the head like a bulrush, and to lie in 

sackcloth and ashes? Will you call this a fast, a day 

acceptable to the LORD? Is not this the fast that I choose: 

to loose the bonds of injustice, to undo the thongs of the 

yoke, to let the oppressed go free, and to break every 

yoke? Is it not to share your bread with the hungry, and 

bring the homeless poor into your house; when you see 

the naked, to cover them, and not to hide yourself from 

your own kin? Then your light shall break forth like the 

dawn, and your healing shall spring up quickly; your 

vindicator shall go before you, the glory of the LORD shall 

be your rear guard. Then you shall call, and the LORD will 

answer; you shall cry for help, and [the LORD] will say, 

Here I am. 

 
 

 

 

 

SEWING SEEDS: Pope Francis formally began 

his ministry as bishop of Rome and as pope by 

pledging to protect the Catholic Church, the 

dignity of each person and the beauty of creation, 

just like St. Joseph protected Mary and Jesus. 

“To protect creation, to protect every man and 

every woman, to look upon them with tenderness 

and love is to open up a horizon of hope,” he told 

between 150,000 and 200,000 people gathered 

under sunny skies in St. Peter’s Square and the 

nearby streets. 

With representatives of other Christian churches 

and communities, delegations from 132 countries, 

Jewish and Muslim leaders as well as Buddhists, 

Hindus, Sikhs and Jains present, Pope Francis 

preached the Gospel, but insisted the values it 

espouses are essentially human, “involving 

everyone.”  

In the Gospels,” he said, “St. Joseph appears as a 

strong and courageous man, a working man, yet in 

his heart we see great tenderness, which is not the 

virtue of the weak, but rather a sign of strength of 

spirit and a capacity for concern, for compassion, 

for genuine openness to others, for love.” 

[Faith] challenges us to step outside ourselves so 

as to attend to the needs of others: those who long 

for a sympathetic ear, those in need of comfort or 

help,” Francis told thousands of faithful gathered 

in St Peter’s Square. -The Catholic Telegraph 

     

 Human dignity originates from God and is of God because we are made in God’s own image and likeness 

(Gn 1:26-27). Human life is sacred because the human person is the most central and clearest reflection of 

God among us. Human beings have transcendent worth and value that comes from God; this dignity is not 

based on any human quality, legal mandate, or individual merit or accomplishment. Human dignity is inalien-

able – that means it is an essential part of every human being and is an intrinsic quality that can never be 

separated from other essential aspects of the human person. Human beings are qualitatively different from any 

other living being in the world because they are capable of knowing and loving God, unlike any other 

creature. Belief in the dignity of the human person is the foundation of morality. The principle of human 

dignity is the foundation of all the Catholic social teaching principles. –Education for Justice  

    

   



Jean Vanier is a Canadian Catholic philosopher turned theologian, and humanitarian. Beginning with a 

community in France, he is the founder of L'Arche, an international federation of communities for people 

with mental  disabilities and those who assist them. L’Arche is a model that celebrates power in smallness 

and light in the darkness of human existence. “We are not called by God to do extraordinary things, but to do 

ordinary things with extraordinary love.”—Jean Vanier 

In the 1930s, Dorothy Day worked closely with fellow activist Peter Maurin to establish the Catholic Worker Movement, 

a nonviolent, pacifist movement that continues to combine direct aid for the poor and homeless with 

nonviolent direct action on their behalf. “The Gospel takes away our right forever, to discriminate between the 

deserving and the undeserving poor.”—Dorothy Day 

Sister Ita Ford, M.M. was a Roman Catholic Maryknoll Sister who served as a missionary in Bolivia, Chile 

and El Salvador. She worked with the poor and war refugees.  On December 2, 1980, she was tortured, 

raped, and murdered, along with fellow missionaries Sister Maura Clarke, M.M., laywoman Jean Donovan, 

and Sister Dorothy Kazel, O.S.U. They were killed in El Salvador by members of a military death squad of the 

right-wing Salvadoran military-led government.  “I hope you come to find that which gives life a deep meaning for 

you. Something worth living for - maybe even worth dying for, something that energizes you, enthuses you, enables you 

to keep moving ahead”—Ita Ford 

Pedro Arrupe, SJ, was from the Basque region of Spain.   As a Jesuit, he was expelled from Spain, imprisoned in Japan 

during World War II, ministered to the wounded in Hiroshima, and as 28th Superior General of the Society, 

led the Jesuits, especially in Latin America, to work in practical ways with the poor. “We cannot, then, 

separate action for justice and liberation from oppression from the proclamation of the Word of God”—Pedro 

Arrupe, SJ 

 
Rosa Parks was a civil rights leader who quietly refused to give up her seat on a bus in Montgomery, 
Alabama in 1955 and in doing so, initiated a new era in the quest for American freedom and equality. 
“I knew someone had to take the first step and I made up my mind not to move.”—Rosa Parks 
 
 
Sister Helen Prejean, C.S.J., (born April 21, 1939) is a Roman Catholic nun, a member of is the 

Congregation of St. Joseph and a leading American advocate for the abolition of the death penalty.  She 

author of Dead Man Walking. “Would Jesus pull the switch?” –Helen Prejean CSJ 

Personal contact with outcasts — the unclean — was a way of life for Jesus. Personal contact with 

outcasts can help us achieve a depth of love that he calls “abundant life.” It is direct action that expands us, and best 

expresses God’s love through us. As we prepare ourselves to practice the Lenten disciplines for the 40 days of Lent, 

let’s spend time reflecting on what direct action might look like in our lives. Can we get to know a homeless person or 

a prisoner as Dorothy Day or Helen Prejean would do? Can we show compassion and advocate for the mentally ill like 

Jean Vanier did? Can we follow Pedro Arrupe or Ita Ford in welcoming the refugee? Can we take up our cross and have 

the courage Rosa Parks showed by standing up for what we know is right? All things are possible with God, and with 

love as the foundation of everything we do, we will treat all of our sisters and brothers with dignity.    
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